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- Graduate employability
- Government policies
- Technology
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- Of institutions
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Can Quality Assurance keep up?
online?
on shelves?
A Guide to Quality in Post-Traditional Online Higher Education
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The Quality Platform

'would judge the provision against its primary purpose: what is it offering to the student?'
Dirk Van Damme
Views from the OECD
CHEA/CIQG QUALITY PLATFORM

- Are learning outcomes articulated and achieved?
- Do they meet post-secondary level standards?
- Can credits be transferred?
- Is transparent information available?
Grappling with the assessment of learning outcomes...
The Quality Platform pilot

✧ A very positive process

✧ Being recognised as a CHEA/CIQG Quality Platform provider has burnished DeTao's image in China
The Quality Platform

- Extend its use to other innovative providers
- Continue to refine it.
Clayton Christensen

‘Disruptive innovations’ tend to start in organisations that are on the margins their industry before working their way into the mainstream’
Thank you!

Sir John Daniel

For text and slides:

www.sirjohn.ca